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waldrop+nichols studio awarded Howard Hughes Corporation hotel Woodlands TX  

                                         Dallas-based firm to design Waterway Square Hotel                                                                                                                  

 

(Dallas) February 18, 2014- waldrop+nichols studio, llc (w+n), the dallas based interior 

architectural design firm has been awarded a new hotel development, developed by The 

Woodlands Development Company a wholly owned subsidiary of The Howard Hughes 

Corporation (NYSE:HHC). 

The new 303 room full service luxury hotel, yet to be branded, will tout amenities including 

24,000 square feet of meeting and event space, a lobby bar, exhibition dining and second 

level lounge that adjoins + opens to the pool deck with views overlooking the waterway and 

iconic fountain.  The hotel is adjacent to high end retail, unique dining and entertainment 

venues including The Cynthia Woods Mitchell Pavilion. 

The interior architecture is focused on the landscape, a design that seamlessly transcends into 

visibly modern interior architecture.  Borrowing from the landscape, interiors will reflect 

synthesized forms, textures and contours while showcasing a design rooted in its surroundings. 

 

Construction is scheduled for first quarter 2014, with the hotel to open third quarter 2015. 

About waldrop+nichols studio, llc 

waldrop+nichols studio a dallas-based interior architectural design firm continues to set a precedent 

within their industry, under the direction of reggi nichols and andrea waldrop.  Both partners unite in 

their philosophy to create interiors encompassing visual and visceral experiences while celebrating the 

process of design in their everyday life.  

w+n has crafted award winning, innovative design for hotels, resorts, adaptive reuse, convention 

centers, historic renovations, spas and country clubs throughout North America, Central America and 

Mexico for over 28 years.  

w+n studio is a comprehensive design studio created to encompass branding, interior architectural 

design and procurement that address and serve the ultimate goals of the guests, the brand and the 

owner. 

The firms work has been featured in Interior Design Magazine (including top 200 hospitality design giants 

for the past 2 decades) Lodging Hospitality Magazine, Hospitality Design Magazine, Veranda, HOTELS 

Magazine, BOB magazine and New American Luxury Magazine. For more information please visit 

www.waldropnichols.com. 
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